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Investigation Recording 2019-160
Date: November 27, 2019 (+ 86-9918563278)
Subject(s): Nurse, the Hepatobiliary Surgery Inpatient Service, the People's Hospital,
Xinjiang Autonomous Region
Summary
1. The day after tomorrow, please come see our director Chen Xiong.
2. The director will arrange it for you after you come.
3. Liver transplants are done by our director.
Translation
Investigator: Hello!
Nurse: Hello!
Investigator: Hi. How are you? Is this the hepatobiliary surgery inpatient service of the
People's Hospital of Xinjiang Autonomous Region?
Nurse: Ah, yes.
Investigator: My relative is doing business over there in your area, and he was diagnosed
with advanced cirrhosis some time ago. I would like to have a consultation, and
afterwards get him transferred to your hospital for a liver transplant.
Nurse: When will you come?
Investigator: I don't know yet.
Nurse: Come to our center at 9:30 am the day after tomorrow, and no need to register
first.

Investigator: Should I come to the center at 9 am the day after tomorrow?
Nurse: At 9:30 am, please come to our center, come to the Hepatobiliary Surgery on the
third floor of the general building, and consult with a doctor.
Investigator: Whom should I look for? Which doctor should I ask for?
Nurse: You could come to the doctors’ office and find a doctor. Any doctor there will do.
Investigator: Simply come?
Guardian: Just come, right. It should be fine. The doctors will be at work at 9:30 am. A
doctor will check to see if your patient is a good candidate for the surgery.
Investigator: Right. I would like to ask, if we come get onto the waiting list at your
hospital, can it be done in one month or half a month?
Nurse: You won’t be able to know that until you come over.
Investigator: Well, as you’ve been working at the inpatient service, have you ever
experienced such cases where the surgeries were done in just a month or a half month?
Nurse: That's difficult to say. That can happen if there is a liver source. A patient must
wait if there is no liver source available.
Investigator: Do I need to transfer the patient over and get him admitted in your hospital
while waiting? Or do we wait outside? Do you have a lot of beds?
Nurse: You should wait outside of the hospital.
Investigator: We need to wait outside of the hospital until a liver organ becomes
available…?
Nurse: Wait outside of the hospital, and get registered here. Then we will call you if there
are any changes, yes.
Investigator: Does your hospital do a lot? What about the surgeon’s techniques? My
family members are quite concerned about those issues such as the postoperative
complications or infections?
Nurse: In the two cases we performed previously, they need to come back for a follow-up
visit once a while. They have been taking the prescribed anti-rejection drugs and so on,
and have to take them for life. They will have to come back often to keep up with their
follow-up visits, and to keep getting prescription drugs.

Investigator: Ah. One of our neighbors recommended a doctor named Kong. Is he your
director?
Nursing: He has retired, and now he is hired back to work at the clinic. He usually doesn't
conduct surgeries.
Investigator: Oh, Doctor Kong is retired and no longer performs the surgeries. Who
conducts them now? Could you give me a name?
Nurse: Our director performs that.
Investigator: What's your director’s name?
Nurse: You prefer to speed up the process. You have your preferences, but this thing
depends on the actual situation.
Investigator: Okay, I understand. Could you tell me about the lead surgeon?
Nurse: Are you coming the day after tomorrow?
Investigator: Yes. We will come at 9:30 am, the day after tomorrow.
Nurse: Ah, in that case, you can consult with our director, Director Chen Xiong.
Investigator: Director Chen, his name is Chen Xiong?
Nurse: Ah, right.
Investigator: Oh, at 9:30 am, I will see him (Nurse: yes, yes, okay). How are his technical
skills? Is he the lead surgeon here? Is there any problem with his techniques?
Nurse: No problem!
Investigator: Great, perfect.
Nurse: Come with the patient together. The director will arrange it for you after you
come. And register your various information, and someone from us will contact you
afterwards.
Investigator: Oh, once a liver organ is available, it will be fast, right?
Nurse: You come here first, you come here to register first. How could we contact you if
we don’t have your information?
Investigator: Okay, thank you!

Nurse: Okay, okay.
Investigator: Okay, bye!
Nurse: Sure.

